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Abstract. We describe the concept of logical scaffolds, which can be
used to improve the quality of software that relies on AI components.
We explain how some of the existing ideas on runtime monitors for per-
ception systems can be seen as a specific instance of logical scaffolds. Fur-
thermore, we describe how logical scaffolds may be useful for improving
AI programs beyond perception systems, to include general prediction
systems and agent behavior models.
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1 Introduction
Recent progress in AI has led to possible deployment in a wide variety of impor-
tant domains. This includes safety-critical cyberphysical systems such as auto-
mobiles [1] and airplanes [7], but also decision making systems in diverse domains
including legal [15] and military applications [3].
Current AI programs differ from traditional programs in their reliance on
data. The specification, input-output semantics, and executable generation pro-
cedure are all data driven [9].
Unlike traditional software development, in AI programs a specification is not
formally articulated. Indeed, in many of the most promising recent applications
of AI, such as vision and human intent prediction, it is not feasible to write a
formal specification. Instead, an implicit specification is provided via a test set,
and the goal is to achieve a certain performance over the test set.
Traditional software development specifies the input-output semantics of the
program in a programming language. In AI programs, the engineer provides a
training dataset, and the program must match the input-output statistics of the
dataset.
Instead of using a compiler to translate the programming language constructs
to machine code, an engineer provides a “skeleton” in the form of a powerful
function approximator (such as a neural network). The engineer then uses an
optimization procedure to search for the parameterization that provides the
best approximation to the input-output statistics of the training data. A cross-
validation set is used to check generalizability of the learned function to unseen
data.
This paradigm has proven to be powerful, especially in domains in which
it is difficult to formally articulate the specification for the program, much less
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write a declarative program. However, this approach suffers from the following
drawbacks.
1. Implicit specifications Since the specification is given implicitly as a de-
sired performance over a test set, it is difficult for the tests to ascertain
whether the program is providing the right answers for the right reasons [10].
For this reason, the test set may fail to test the right things. This type of
implicit specification is inadequate for use in a safety case, and it will be
difficult to ascertain that programs tested in this way will be safe to deploy.
2. Non-representative training set Since the program seeks to match the
statistical input-output properties of the training dataset, deficiencies of this
training set will extend to deficiencies of the program. For example, scenarios
that occur rarely in the training set may be fairly common in the real world,
leading to degraded performance in deployment [2]. In this sense, the training
set may fail to train for realistic scenarios.
3. Robustness and sensitivity to adversarial attacks Since the model
is templated by a functional template with many degrees of freedom, it is
common for the process to result in programs that are susceptible to extreme
sensitivity to irrelevant features of the input. The literature on adversarial
examples demonstrates how slight perturbations to an input can lead to
incorrect results with high confidence [6].
We propose to attack these issues by the use of logical scaffolds, which are
lightweight formal properties that provide some information about the relation-
ship of the program inputs and outputs. These logical scaffolds can be written
in languages for which monitoring algorithms exist, such as Signal Temporal
Logic [12], Signal Convolutional Logic [16], Timed Quality Temporal Logic [4]
and many others. Logical scaffolds may arise from a number of different sources,
including a formalization of physical laws, domain knowledge, and common
sense.
Logical scaffolds are more general than related work such as reasonableness
monitors [5] and model assertions [8] because scaffolds can be used for differ-
ent types of AI programs beyond merely perception. Furthermore, recent work
in smoothly differentiable formulations of STL and MTL [11,14,13] enable the
scaffolds to become part of the training process directly.
2 Logical scaffolds
Informally, a logical scaffold is a predicate that encodes something that is be-
lieved to be true about the input-output relation of an AI program. It is not
a complete specification. If a specification existed, the scaffold would be a log-
ical consequence of the complete specification. In other words, the scaffold is a
consequence of correct functionality. As such, it constitutes a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for correct behavior.
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Most of the existing literature on monitoring runtime properties is centered
around perception systems. These runtime monitors can be formalized as scaf-
folds, but the key idea can be generalized beyond perception to include applica-
tions in explainable intent prediction and expressible behavior modeling.
Sources of logical scaffolds are as diverse as the sources of human intuition
about the application domain. The following is not an exhaustive list.
– Perception
• Commonsense notions of label consistency, like the properties monitored
in [4] and [8], in which class labels are not expected to mutate or drop
out between frames.
• Class-specific information, such as the intuition that a mailbox should
not be seen crossing the road [5].
– Intent prediction and behavior modeling
• Physics-derived knowledge, such as knowledge of maximum speeds or
actuator capabilities, for example, that on an icy road, other vehicles
may be out of control or less able to brake and swerve.
• Natural expectations that pedestrians and vehicles are unlikely to seek
damage to themselves, unless they are out of control.
The challenges related to implicit specifications are ameliorated by using
logical scaffolds at training and testing time. For generative models, such as
intent predictors and agent models, we can impose an understandable structure
on the latent space, as described below. At testing time, we are able to use
parametric logical scaffolds to learn explanations of the input-output behavior
of the system, which can be used to check that the system is passing its tests
for the right reasons.
The challenges related to non-representative training sets as well as robust-
ness and sensitivity to adversarial attacks can be ameliorated by using the scaf-
folds at deployment.
The work of Kang et al. [8] has shown how hand crafted runtime monitors
can be used to flag scenarios in which the program fails. These scenarios can
then be added to the training set, yielding greatly improved performance. This
approach has a flavor of active learning, in which the scenarios that are most
difficult for the program are fed back for further study. Here, we propose that
the monitors need not be hand crafted, but automatically generated from logical
scaffolds that express a variety of properties. Conversely, in [4], Dokhanchi et
al. automatically generate monitors from Timed Quality Temporal Logic that
check for label stability, i.e., ensuring that labels do not mutate across frames.
2.1 Training
There may be many ways that logical scaffolds can be used at training time.
In this work we consider training generative models that make use of a latent
space.
Generative models are models that can generate data that is similar to the
data they are trained on. Important examples of generative models for contem-
porary applications include the following.
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1. Intent predictors, which are used by autonomous vehicles or other robots to
predict future trajectories of other agents, such as automobiles, pedestrians
and bicycles.
2. Reactive agents, which seek to generate appropriate behaviors for a specific
environment. Examples may include simulations agents that subject an au-
tonomous vehicle, drone, or robot to challenging but realistic behaviors, as
well as decision-making agents for different applications.
3. Scenario generators, which seek to synthesize testing and simulation envi-
ronments that may be challenging but still realistic.
We can use logical scaffolds expressed in a differentiable logic (e.g. [11], [13],
[14]) and use them to add structure to the latent space. A diagram of this idea
is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Learning latent spaces from explanations
2.2 Testing
At test time, we are interested in finding out whether the model is producing
the correct outputs for the correct reasons. To accomplish this, we make use of
parametric logical scaffolds, i.e. scaffolds with free parameters.
We sample from the latent space, and prompt the model to generate an
output. Then, we take a bank of pSTL formulas, and fit values for each of the
parameters. Then, we check to see which of the parameters have clusters that
correspond to the clusters of the original latent space. The corresponding STL
formulas are “explanations” of the latent space clusters. A diagram of this idea
is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Learning explanations for latent spaces
2.3 Deployment
At deployment, the logical scaffold can be used to detect anomalies. These
anomalies can later be fed back into the training procedure for the next it-
eration of the system. The us of logical scaffolds for runtime improvement is
predicated on the fact that these scaffolds are written in formal languages that
support runtime monitoring.
The work of [8] has already demonstrated how hand-crafted runtime monitors
can be used to greatly improve the performance of single shot detectors, and the
work of [4] has developed a special-purpose runtime logic to monitor the stability
of class labels.
The idea of augmenting AI programs with knowledge of physics (“Newton +
Hinton”3) is not new. We believe that even greater impact can be obtained from
the broader principle of systematically developing logical scaffolds that encode
physics domain-specific knowledge, and common sense.
3 Conclusions and Future Work
We have outlined a technique of “logical scaffolding”, which involves conditions
that are necessary for correctness, but not sufficient. We have outlined how these
logical scaffolds can be used to improve the performance and reliability of AI
systems at training, testing, and deployment.
In future work, we will explore case studies in perception, behavior modeling,
and scenario generation.
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